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— maybe many others — possibly better
than we will or can. Do we consider these
others as predecessors who own the turf
we should not walk upon? Or should we
consider them as competitors? Personally,
I’ve always preferred to consider these
other photographers as “fellow travelers.”
Nevertheless, there is in photography an
unquestioned pressure to be unique — to
be true to oneself, inventive, pioneering.
Why? Is this really even possible? How do
we work with a subject without copying
others? Is there such a thing as parallel
creative vision? When does inspiration
cross a line and become plagiarism? There
is a lot to think about.

Chris Wohlfeld

Jim Laurence

Photography is now 170 years old and it’s
true, everything has been photographed.
There was a time when a photographer
could stake a claim to a certain subject
and carve out a career with it. Days long
past. This was recently brought into focus
for me in a spectacularly clear way.

Turn the page for additional content
in LensWork EXTENDED #76 on computer disc!

EndNotes: Bill Jay
when we received a new submission with
an extensive portfolio of, you guessed
it, grain elevators — beautifully seen,
expertly photographed, wonderfully
printed — by Cole Thompson. If we hadn’t
received Blackwood’s photographs, we
surely would have published Thompson’s.
However, having just published Blackwood’s work, what’s a publisher to do?
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Energy Plant

What follows is an (edited, admittedly)
transcript of our discussion. I started the
ball rolling with this …
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The images have been well-received by architects and engineers.
hope that the
photo comAn additional
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LensWork
On Extended
thecourse
90th#76,
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of the End of WWI
munity finds them of technical
and6 images
artisticareinterest
And
of
I will be pleased
as well as a video interview with the photographer.
if this work earns me my Completion Certificate in Photography at Langara College.
Seeking Representation
At the age of 16 he was trained as a lumberjack, and then went on to fulfill his
military service in the German Army. “Back then, in the GDR, it wasn’t really
18
20
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hard to find a decent job. Unemployment literally didn’t exist because of the
socialist system. After the German reunification, the entire economy built by
the socialist system collapsed and I ended up on unemployment — a situation
I never considered possible.”
Canon 5D digital
shot inWohlfeld
RAW format.
“I still
shoot
Chris
was
born
ina great
1971deal
in Bad Frankenhausen, a small
of black-and-white fi lm with my trusty Leica M6. The 5D or M6
Thueringen,
located
in the former
German Democratic Republic.
travel with me wherever
I go. I’m
never without
a camera.”
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With the economy and the world rapidly changing around him, Chris knew
that he needed to make some sort of career decision. After serious evaluation,
he started to learn photography at a studio close to his home town. He has also
attended workshops with Andreas Weidner, a well-known fine art photographer
and printer in Germany. “He taught me the Zone System and almost everything
one needs to know about the nuances of gray.”
Since 1997 Chris has worked as a full-time photographer for the daily newspaper in Quedlinburg, where he lives. He is also building his career by doing
his own personal projects. Most recently he made a series of portraits of the
people of Bakshi, Russia, who still suffer from the Chernobyl nuclear accident
of 1986. In addition to exhibiting his work in local galleries and museums, he
organizes photographic workshops and presentations for pupils.

Fort de Vaux

by

Chris wishes to express thanks to his friends Andrea Klein and Ralf Mueller,
who encouraged and assisted him in submitting this portfolio. The LensWork
editors also thank Ralf Mueller for offering his German-English translation
skills in the course of producing this feature.
E-mail:
Works with:
Represented by:
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prototyp1@t-online.de

Andy Ilachinski was born in 1960 and raised on Long Island in the small towns of Glen
Initially worked with an 8x10 view camera.
Cove
Sea Cliff
, New
York
about 25 miles east of New York City. In 1988 he earned a
Reshotand
everything
with
Canon
EOS—
5D.
doctorate in theoretical physics from the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
Seeking Representation

Andy’s interest in photography was sparked by a Polaroid camera that he received from
32
his parents for his tenth birthday. “I was instantly hooked.” He claims that “both by
temperament and inner muse I am a photographer, and have been one far longer than
my Ph.D. gives me any right to claim an ownership to physics.”
His first serious investment in fine art photography came on the heels of winning a few
academic prizes as an undergraduate. “I splurged on a Canon AE-1, a few lenses, a tripod
— the works — then I took my first trip to Hawaii that year with my new gear. I have
essentially been unable to go anywhere without a camera since.”
Andy’s natural curiosity, along with the artistic influence of his father, provided the
groundwork for his photographic education. “My dad was not a photographer, but was an
art restorer by trade and a lifelong and gifted artist in all other respects. He ‘lived’ art to
the end — until he passed away in 2002. Everything I know about tone, light, composition,
expression, and overall approach to art, I learned by being around my dad.”
For photographic inspiration Andy looks to Ansel Adams, Minor White, Paul Caponigro, Aaron Siskind, Harry Callahan, Brett Weston, and Carl Chiarenza. He adds that
“the LensWork DVD on Oliver Gagliani had a profound and lasting effect on me.”
Andy lives in Northern Virginia (just outside of Washington, D.C.) with his wife, Irene,
their two children, Noah and Josh, and a black Pug named Blotto. He works for a Navy
think tank as a physicist specializing in the modeling of complex adaptive systems.
Website:
Works with:

http://tao-of-digital-photography.blogspot.com
Canon digital cameras. Prints are made on an Epson 2400.

Book:

Landscapes of The Soul (Self-published, March 2008)
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/191201
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f being able to recognize and visually express “beauty in banality” is one of the core
aspirations of fine art photography, I can think of no finer lesson than the one I was
humbly taught by two small acrylic candleholders. Allow me to explain. My family and
I were sitting down to dinner last fall. Nothing out of the ordinary; indeed, one might
even say it was intimately banal. I had returned from a long day on photo-safari, capturing
Cimetière Allemand Hautecourt
soon-to-be-forgotten photos of rocks and water. All I wanted to do was eat. But, as my fork
Relatives still bring flowers and pictures of loved ones.
An additional 14
images
are to
included
LensWork
#76.my wife placed two small acrylic candleholders
was
about
pierceinthe
skin ofExtended
a potato,
Here: Lance Corporal Johann Hofmann, killed in action on August 3, 1916 near Fleury.
on the table, and then struck a match to light them.

Micro Worlds

33

The creative fire was lit. These two humble candleholders left me dinnerless that night.
Without a word I rushed headlong for my tripod, hardly giving a thought to the morsels
of meat and potato still dangling from my beard. For the next two months, this project
consumed my time for virtually every weekend (and quite a few nights.)

Fort de Vaux
The fort’s armored dome is left scarred by shelling.

44
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About half of the images in Micro Worlds are from the two original candleholders. I experimented with other glass candleholders filled with various gels, hair goo, hand soap, afro
gel, and such — causing a few eyebrows to go up at local shops. This experience taught
me a valuable lesson in photography and the creative process that I rebuke myself for not
having recognized earlier in life: that all the careful, analytical rumination and planning
in the world can only take you so far, but no further. As a physicist, I must quiet my left
brain so my right brain can be heard from time to time.
Of course, all of this work is being done in my dining room studio, where my photography
is observed by Noah, my oldest son, who is nine. Noah has accompanied me on many
photo safaris, and knows that I like to photograph
out-of-the-way places, abandoned
by
ruins, and such. When he was barely five I was driving him home from preschool when
we stopped at a light. Noah leaned forward with a whimsical smile and said, “Hey dad,
don’t you wanna pull over? Look, there’s a bunch of beautiful garbage over there for you.”
Work
(He was sincere!) Well, fast-forward four years and daddy is bent over aLens
tripod
taking
AndyinIlachinski
pictures of “acrylic bubbles.” Noah wanders
peeling an orange and quietly settles into
hotography projects seem to grow from the smallest of seeds. In 1978 I was a poor cola chair. After a few quiet moments, punctuated only by his chewing and the click of my
lege graduate with a minimum-wage job and a desire to stay motivated and engaged in
shutter, he finally says, “Dad, you know, before, I thought you were kinda weird when you
photography. This series actually began as a magazine article for Mountain Living magazine,
were taking all those pictures of garbage.” I looked up and saw him looking at me with
where I was chief photographer. The article gave me a reason (and a form of credentials)
a smile. “Yeah?” I said, “and now you know it was all in the name of art?” “No dad,” he
to approach people, and to explore a subject close to my heart. For the cost of gas (at 1970s
says, “now I think you’ve really lost it.” With that, my nine-year old got up and went back
An additional prices)
59 imagesand
are included
in LensWork
#76, exploring the mountains, meeting people, and
film, I could
spendExtended
a day out
to watching SpongeBob with
his fi
brother,
So much for art!
as well
asve-year
an audioold
interview
withJosh.
the photographer.
learning
about
their
lives.
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This set me to stewing on a potentially
fun idea. Rather than writing this article
by myself, as though I have the answers
(which I do not), I decided to ask three
photographers who are each LensWork
alumni (and also friends) to participate in
a “roundtable” discussion about this issue.
These three are David Grant Best (last
seen in LensWork #27), Joe Lipka (most
recently featured in LensWork #71), and
Huntington Witherill (whose
Lensworkspace
Work
we toured in LensWork Extended #72,
and whose photographs last appeared in
LensWork #62).

Larry G. Blackwood

There is a second punchline to this story:
As it turns out, Blackwood and Thompson
back-to-back occurrence provides an
know each other, but had no idea the other
instructive opportunity for our readers to
was photographing grain elevators as a
examine two photographers’ work (Blackproject. Chance intervened and Thompson
wood’s in issue #75, Thompson’s in #76)
learned that Blackwood’s work was being
in close proximity. It also makes us think
In our most recent issue, LensWork #75,
submitted to LensWork for consideration.
about a larger issue — the choice of subject
we published a portfolio of grain elevators
Drat! (We dare not quote him more
matter and the implications that we are
by Larry G. Blackwood — those ubiquiprecisely than that.) Being an optimist and
not likely the first photographer to aim
tous silos that dot the landscape around
good sport by nature, Thompson
threw
our cameras at that subject material. Or at
LensWork
every farming community. Blackwood’s
discouragement to the wind and sent
any subject you can think of! I am serious
ou are looking
This portfolio
photographs are lovely, clearly composed,
his workattomy
us homework.
for consideration
anyway. was produced as part of a submisabout this.
obtain
a Completion
CertifiFirst,
cate from the Photography Continuing
beautifully crafted, visually interesting.sion required
We aretoglad
he did,
for two reasons.
at glad
Langara
Collegeone
in Vancouver,
B.C. These images will also be used
Unique? Maybe not, but clearly notStudies
cliché, program
we are
to include
of his images
Thas
inking about these two bodies of
promotional
materials
by
my
construction
fi
rm,
which
served
as
the
general
contractor
either. Well, LensWork #75 hadn’t been
in this article, and his entire body of work
work raised some interesting questions:
Born in Toronto, Canada in 1955, Jim Laurence studied mechanical technology
for this project.
This portfolio
was a#76.
melding
of two
myphotographers we almost can’t find
in the hands of our readers two weeks
in LensWork
Extended
Second,
thissizable creative outlets in my life:As
(refrigeration, air conditioning, and heating) for four years at George Brown College
career in construction, and my photography.
anything that hasn’t been photographed,
in Toronto, in the late 1970s. As President of Vanbots Construction, Inc., Jim is the
exhibited, published, etc. by others
This article has been edited to fit the available space in print. The entire (18 page) discussion is included in
Western Canadian Senior Executive for a multinational construction corporation,
I couldn’t have asked for better timing. My company had just completed construction of
LensWork Extended #76, as is David Grant Best’s portfolio from the snowy cabin to which he refers.
responsible for sizable construction projects and specializing in hospital, airport, and
the Vancouver General Hospital Energy Centre. I felt that pairing the industrial structures
institutional infrastructure.
of mechanical piping, pumps, and boilers with a high-tech photographic style would result
in a new vision for this kind of subject matter. I wanted to communicate a feeling of the
Jim has managed to successfully merge his professional career and his personal
future, and of the artistry that can happen within trades like mechanical engineering.
interests. Since 2005, he has completed a two-year continuing studies course in
photography at Langara College in Vancouver, as well as the Executive Program at
In order to learn this technique, I signed up for a course in high dynamic range (HDR)
Queens University in Kingston, Ontario (to keep his business skills honed). He feels
photography at the Vancouver Photo Workshops. The instructor was digital guru Dan
that his experience in the construction industry has allowed him to pursue his interest
Burkholder from New York. To achieve the HDR aesthetic, we were instructed to take a
in architectural photography.
light reading of our subject, and then produce a series of exposures that were five stops
over and five stops under the metered exposure. These were then merged into one image,
Jim recalls that he started shooting photographs some 30 years ago, but really became
tone-mapped in Photomatix software, and adjusted for final appearance, including converpassionate about six years ago. “At this time, I still love the construction business
sion to black and white. (Images with selective color were used in advertising.)
and plan on staying in the corporate world for the next decade. Ultimately, I intend
to shoot architecture for a living as well as continue to travel the world. I’m pleased
My goal was to break the traditional rules of producing architectural images, which are
that my photographic interests play so well into my chosen vocation.” In the next
mostly informational, tack-sharp, and full-color. Instead, I chose to employ a painterly
2–3 years, however, Jim plans to take a year-long leave of absence to travel the world
effect and to use existing lighting, which is a real challenge in this kind of cavernous
on his motorcycle. This will allow him to experience a trifecta of personal interests:
underground industrial environment. In this series, my focus is also on the work done
by strictly architectural).
photography, travel, and world cultures. Devoted to lifelong learning, he also plays
by my company (which is mechanical rather than
blues guitar and is an avid reader.
The images in this body of work were created in one weekend. I had arranged to have the
Jim is pleased to be married to his high-school sweetheart, Gloria, who is a teacher.
facility cleaned on the same Friday that I started the course with Dan. At the end of the
They have two grown children, and live in South Surrey, British Columbia, Canada.
first day, the participants were instructed to produce some images using our new HDR
skills. That evening, I worked from 7:00pm
midnight shooting this body of work.
Jim until
Laurence
A total of 140 merged exposures resulted in about twenty images. I am continuing this
E-mail:
jwlaurence@gmail.com
work with exteriors and interiors of commercial, institutional, and industrial facilities.
Web site:
www.northstarpictures.com
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Ah, yes, the photographer’s eternal question: What should I photograph? Yosemite?
Been done. Sand dunes? Been done a lot. A
shell? Two shells? Done. Done. The ocean
shore? Weathered barns? Naked women?
Waterfalls? Trees? Animals? Vegetables?
Minerals? Yikes! It’s all been done!
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Appalachian Home

While I have
responsibilities
with my commercial studio, I try to do day trips as frequently
50
49
as possible, and plan long weekends to areas more far-flung. I pack the car and head out to
parts largely unknown. I decide on a general direction, then make decisions at each intersection after that. I’ve learned to stay flexible with plans and schedules, to be ready for every
lighting situation, how to find a place to stay when it’s too dark to shoot, to be prepared to
download and reload sheet film on the road, to keep notes on everything, and to eventually
make myself turn around and head for home.

Chris Wohlfeld
Verdun: The Great War

EndNotes by Bill Jay
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While I was photographing, I had the personal interest and fortunate insight to record the
oral histories of these people. In the South, one doesn’t just come and go without a certain
amount of social discourse, and the stories here are rich with heritage, tradition, and humor.
There is a completely different pace in these parts — a style of talking that is slow and
deliberate, work that is basic and backbreaking, and ways that are considered antiquated
in their lack of technology. It became clear thatby
their stories were as much a part of who
they are as their portraits and their farms. It just wouldn’t be right to leave them out, so the
photographic seed that had been planted branched out to include text.
My experience in finding a book publisher was like unlocking an old door with a skeleton
Barnwell
key; I had to jiggle things around a bit. At fiTim
rst I simply
packaged up a bunch of prints with my
idea and sent it all off to several publishers for consideration. No luck. No one seemed able to
visualize it. I then decided to takeTh
it isa step
further, and created a mock-up by selecting images
portfolio excerpted from the books:
and preparing the text (which
wasofnot
a small amount
of work).
I then sent
out a spiral-bound
The Face
Appalachia:
Portraits from
the Mountain
Farm
W. Norton &Portraits
Company,From
2003,the
ISBN
0-393-05787-9
book proposal for The Face ofW.Appalachia:
Mountain
Farm. I was immediately
contacted by W. W. Norton
& Company.
They Th
went
on to publish
rst book in 2003, as well
On Earth’s
Furrowed Brow:
e Appalachian
Farmthe
in fi
Photographs
W. Norton
& Company,
978-0-393-06267-0
as the follow-up title, On W.
Earth’s
Furrowed
Brow:2007,
TheISBN
Appalachian
Farm in Photographs, in
2007. I continue to work on this project, and look forward to the third book being published in
2009. I’m grateful to record and share the images and stories of these close-knit communities
An additional 33 images and selected stories are included in LensWork Extended #76,
which are bound by heritage,askinship,
faith.
well as anand
audio
interview with the photographer.
76
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Collie Payne and steer, Berry, in tobacco field, 1981  Big Pine Creek, Madison County, NC
“I’ve raised Berry from a calf and he’s sixteen now. I trained him to plow and have
turned crops with him for the past fourteen years. I’ve worked mules, too, but the
doctor told me to slow down a bit and take it easy, so I use Berry now. I never have to
raise my voice to him. I just give him a command and he does it. I guess we’ve worked
so much together all these years he knows what I want without me even telling him.
I plow with him and he pulls a sled. I use him to help clear fields and such, too. He’s
slower to work than a mule but he’s more sure-footed, and you need that on this kind
of mountain land. I don’t know what I’d do without him now.”
77
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Being There
by David Grant Best
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Gordon Hutchings is perhaps best known for his writing and teaching about the black-and-white developer
“pyro,” but he is an accomplished photographer as well.
In this video (another from the videographer Anthony
Mournian), Hutchings discusses the role of creative thinking in the process of artmaking. Captured from a live
workshop environment, this informal talk demonstrates
Hutchings’ mastery of the creative process and provides
several useful ideas for thinking outside our normal ruts
— a useful tool for any of us using photography to make
a personal artistic statement.
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This fort is second largest after Fort de Douaumont. The half-bricked entrance
testifies to the soldiers’ efforts to establish better protection and defense.
Even so, the fort sustained heavy damage.
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— maybe many others — possibly better
than we will or can. Do we consider these
others as predecessors who own the turf
we should not walk upon? Or should we
consider them as competitors? Personally,
I’ve always preferred to consider these
other photographers as “fellow travelers.”
Nevertheless, there is in photography an
unquestioned pressure to be unique — to
be true to oneself, inventive, pioneering.
Why? Is this really even possible? How do
we work with a subject without copying
others? Is there such a thing as parallel
creative vision? When does inspiration
cross a line and become plagiarism? There
is a lot to think about.

Fellow Travelers
An E-mail Roundtable Discussion with LensWork Alumni

David Grant Best, Joe Lipka, and Huntington Witherill
with Brooks Jensen
Ah, yes, the photographer’s eternal question: What should I photograph? Yosemite?
Been done. Sand dunes? Been done a lot. A
shell? Two shells? Done. Done. The ocean
shore? Weathered barns? Naked women?
Waterfalls? Trees? Animals? Vegetables?
Minerals? Yikes! It’s all been done!
Photography is now 170 years old and it’s
true, everything has been photographed.
There was a time when a photographer
could stake a claim to a certain subject
and carve out a career with it. Days long
past. This was recently brought into focus
for me in a spectacularly clear way.
In our most recent issue, LensWork #75,
we published a portfolio of grain elevators
by Larry G. Blackwood — those ubiquitous silos that dot the landscape around
every farming community. Blackwood’s
photographs are lovely, clearly composed,
beautifully crafted, visually interesting.
Unique? Maybe not, but clearly not cliché,
either. Well, LensWork #75 hadn’t been
in the hands of our readers two weeks

when we received a new submission with
an extensive portfolio of, you guessed
it, grain elevators — beautifully seen,
expertly photographed, wonderfully
printed — by Cole Thompson. If we hadn’t
received Blackwood’s photographs, we
surely would have published Thompson’s.
However, having just published Blackwood’s work, what’s a publisher to do?
There is a second punchline to this story:
As it turns out, Blackwood and Thompson
know each other, but had no idea the other
was photographing grain elevators as a
project. Chance intervened and Thompson
learned that Blackwood’s work was being
submitted to LensWork for consideration.
Drat! (We dare not quote him more
precisely than that.) Being an optimist and
good sport by nature, Thompson threw
discouragement to the wind and sent
his work to us for consideration anyway.
We are glad he did, for two reasons. First,
we are glad to include one of his images
in this article, and his entire body of work
in LensWork Extended #76. Second, this

This article has been edited to fit the available space in print. The entire (18 page) discussion is included in
LensWork Extended #76, as is David Grant Best’s portfolio from the snowy cabin to which he refers.

This set me to stewing on a potentially
fun idea. Rather than writing this article
by myself, as though I have the answers
(which I do not), I decided to ask three
photographers who are each LensWork
alumni (and also friends) to participate in
a “roundtable” discussion about this issue.
These three are David Grant Best (last
seen in LensWork #27), Joe Lipka (most
recently featured in LensWork #71), and
Huntington Witherill (whose workspace
we toured in LensWork Extended #72,
and whose photographs last appeared in
LensWork #62).

Larry G. Blackwood

back-to-back occurrence provides an
instructive opportunity for our readers to
examine two photographers’ work (Blackwood’s in issue #75, Thompson’s in #76)
in close proximity. It also makes us think
about a larger issue — the choice of subject
matter and the implications that we are
not likely the first photographer to aim
our cameras at that subject material. Or at
any subject you can think of! I am serious
about this.
Thinking about these two bodies of
work raised some interesting questions:
As photographers we almost can’t find
anything that hasn’t been photographed,
exhibited, published, etc. by others

What follows is an (edited, admittedly)
transcript of our discussion. I started the
ball rolling with this …
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I typically wouldn’t show this work — as
I might have done in the past — and
I certainly wouldn’t try to pass it off as
“my own vision.” I would engage in this
as a personal exercise. I like the challenge
and the fun of seeing if I can capture
whatever I found compelling in someone
else’s treatment of a subject. Usually, if the
time and the subject matter is worthy, I’ll
proceed to the next (and more important)
step — to explore the subject further to see
what I might discover that someone else
hasn’t seen or depicted. There’s where the
real challenge is … especially with subject
matter we’ve seen so many times.
Huntington:
It’s true, each of us does carry in our
head a visual literacy of photographs and
photographers that have preceded us —
at least the ones with which (and whom)
we are familiar. I both allow and welcome
inspiration and influence from any source
from which I may be lucky enough to
receive it. And, in fact, those influences
and inspiration come not strictly from
photographers, but often from painters,
musicians, and practitioners of other
forms of art. Outside inspiration and
influences are a critical part of the overall
creative process, and are definitely a part
of my own personal working process.

Cole Thompson

Brooks:
Each of us carries in our head a visual
literacy of photographs and photographers
that have preceded us. Do you let that
influence you when you are photographing or choosing projects to photograph?
If so, how? Does it intimidate you that
someone else has already photographed
something? Or does it motivate you?
David:
Sure, I let other photographers influence me. In fact, I frequently attempt to
duplicate the look of other photographers,
or pursue subjects that others have done
well. However, I’ll be quick to add that

Now, that doesn’t mean I try to simply
copy everyone. Instead, I allow chosen

12

aspects of other people’s artistic ideas to
creep into my own visual vocabulary.

Overview of

Am I intimidated by the fact that someone
else may have previously photographed
the same subject matter? Not at all. My
philosophy regarding subject matter
has always been that the “subject” itself
will always remain secondary to the
qualities of light, form, and space under
which each particular subject is being
photographed. After all, photography
is defined as “writing with light” — not
“writing with subject matter.” I remain
confident (hopefully not foolishly) that my
own personality will always show up in
my photographs, regardless of how many
photographers have previously visited that
same subject matter. My own personality
(my “stamp”) can’t help but be in every
photograph I make, because I am, of
course, making my own decisions about
what and how I will photograph any given
subject. And curiously, I’ve always thought
this was a perfectly good explanation of
why, as photographers, we can all go to
the same place at the same time, and even
with the same tools, and all come back
with entirely different photographs of the
same chosen subject matter.

LensWork

EXTENDED

Brooks Jensen

Joe:
I purchased my first view camera in 1978.
Step one was to figure out how to set it up,
mount the lens board, and use the shutter.
Step two was to head to the refrigerator
and see if my wife had already cut up the
green pepper. (Smile if you have done
this, too.) We can’t help but remember
what we’ve seen, especially if we’ve seen
great photographs. We do walk the same
path that others have walked before us.
We should see the same things they see
and photograph the same things they
photographed. Some subjects look so good

Brooks:
In fact, Joe and I demonstrated this in our
two portfolios of work from the same location, photographed at the same time and
published in LensWork #70 and #71.
13
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by

Jim Laurence

An additional 6 images are included in LensWork Extended #76,
as well as a video interview with the photographer.
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Verdun
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La Grande Guerre (The Great War)
On the 90th Anniversary of the End of WWI
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andExtended
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additional
14 place
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LensWork
as well as a munitions bunker. The paths are worn by tourists.
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Fort de Tavannes
This fort is second largest after Fort de Douaumont. The half-bricked entrance
testifies to the soldiers’ efforts to establish better protection and defense.
Even so, the fort sustained heavy damage.
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f being able to recognize and visually express “beauty in banality” is one of the core
aspirations of fine art photography, I can think of no finer lesson than the one I was
humbly taught by two small acrylic candleholders. Allow me to explain. My family and
I were sitting down to dinner last fall. Nothing out of the ordinary; indeed, one might
even say it was intimately banal. I had returned from a long day on photo-safari, capturing
soon-to-be-forgotten photos of rocks and water. All I wanted to do was eat. But, as my fork
was about to pierce the skin of a potato, my wife placed two small acrylic candleholders
on the table, and then struck a match to light them.

Micro Worlds

Overview of

LensWork

EXTENDED

The creative fire was lit. These two humble candleholders left me dinnerless that night.
Without a word I rushed headlong for my tripod, hardly giving a thought to the morsels
of meat and potato still dangling from my beard. For the next two months, this project
consumed my time for virtually every weekend (and quite a few nights.)
About half of the images in Micro Worlds are from the two original candleholders. I experimented with other glass candleholders filled with various gels, hair goo, hand soap, afro
gel, and such — causing a few eyebrows to go up at local shops. This experience taught
me a valuable lesson in photography and the creative process that I rebuke myself for not
having recognized earlier in life: that all the careful, analytical rumination and planning
in the world can only take you so far, but no further. As a physicist, I must quiet my left
brain so my right brain can be heard from time to time.

Sample Pages from

Of course, all of this work is being done in my dining room studio, where my photography
is observed by Noah, my oldest son, who is nine. Noah has accompanied me on many
photo safaris, and knows that I like to photograph
out-of-the-way places, abandoned
by
ruins, and such. When he was barely five I was driving him home from preschool when
we stopped at a light. Noah leaned forward with a whimsical smile and said, “Hey dad,
don’t you wanna pull over? Look, there’s a bunch of beautiful garbage over there for you.”
(He was sincere!) Well, fast-forward four years and daddy is bent over a tripod taking
AndyinIlachinski
pictures of “acrylic bubbles.” Noah wanders
peeling an orange and quietly settles into
a chair. After a few quiet moments, punctuated only by his chewing and the click of my
shutter, he finally says, “Dad, you know, before, I thought you were kinda weird when you
were taking all those pictures of garbage.” I looked up and saw him looking at me with
a smile. “Yeah?” I said, “and now you know it was all in the name of art?” “No dad,” he
says, “now I think you’ve really lost it.” With that, my nine-year old got up and went back
An additional 59 images are included in LensWork Extended #76,
to watching SpongeBob with
his fi
brother,
So much for art!
as well
asve-year
an audioold
interview
withJosh.
the photographer.
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Appalachian Home

hotography projects seem to grow from the smallest of seeds. In 1978 I was a poor college graduate with a minimum-wage job and a desire to stay motivated and engaged in
photography. This series actually began as a magazine article for Mountain Living magazine,
where I was chief photographer. The article gave me a reason (and a form of credentials)
to approach people, and to explore a subject close to my heart. For the cost of gas (at 1970s
prices) and film, I could spend a day out exploring the mountains, meeting people, and
learning about their lives.

Overview of

LensWork

EXTENDED

While I have responsibilities with my commercial studio, I try to do day trips as frequently
as possible, and plan long weekends to areas more far-flung. I pack the car and head out to
parts largely unknown. I decide on a general direction, then make decisions at each intersection after that. I’ve learned to stay flexible with plans and schedules, to be ready for every
lighting situation, how to find a place to stay when it’s too dark to shoot, to be prepared to
download and reload sheet film on the road, to keep notes on everything, and to eventually
make myself turn around and head for home.
While I was photographing, I had the personal interest and fortunate insight to record the
oral histories of these people. In the South, one doesn’t just come and go without a certain
amount of social discourse, and the stories here are rich with heritage, tradition, and humor.
There is a completely different pace in these parts — a style of talking that is slow and
deliberate, work that is basic and backbreaking, and ways that are considered antiquated
in their lack of technology. It became clear thatby
their stories were as much a part of who
they are as their portraits and their farms. It just wouldn’t be right to leave them out, so the
photographic seed that had been planted branched out to include text.
My experience in finding a book publisher was like unlocking an old door with a skeleton
Barnwell
key; I had to jiggle things around a bit. At fiTim
rst I simply
packaged up a bunch of prints with my
idea and sent it all off to several publishers for consideration. No luck. No one seemed able to
visualize it. I then decided to take Th
it aisstep
further, and created a mock-up by selecting images
portfolio excerpted from the books:
and preparing the text (which
wasofnot
a small amount
work).
I then sent
out a spiral-bound
The Face
Appalachia:
Portraits of
from
the Mountain
Farm
W. Norton &Portraits
Company,
2003,the
ISBN
0-393-05787-9
book proposal for The Face ofW.
Appalachia:
From
Mountain
Farm. I was immediately
contacted by W. W. Norton
& Company.
ey went
on to publish
the
rst book in 2003, as well
On Earth’s
Furrowed Th
Brow:
The Appalachian
Farm
infiPhotographs
W. Norton
& Company,
978-0-393-06267-0
as the follow-up title, On W.
Earth’s
Furrowed
Brow:2007,
The ISBN
Appalachian
Farm in Photographs, in
2007. I continue to work on this project, and look forward to the third book being published in
2009. I’m grateful to record and share the images and stories of these close-knit communities
An additional 33 images and selected stories are included in LensWork Extended #76,
which are bound by heritage,askinship,
faith.
well as anand
audio
interview with the photographer.
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Collie Payne and steer, Berry, in tobacco field, 1981  Big Pine Creek, Madison County, NC
“I’ve raised Berry from a calf and he’s sixteen now. I trained him to plow and have
turned crops with him for the past fourteen years. I’ve worked mules, too, but the
doctor told me to slow down a bit and take it easy, so I use Berry now. I never have to
raise my voice to him. I just give him a command and he does it. I guess we’ve worked
so much together all these years he knows what I want without me even telling him.
I plow with him and he pulls a sled. I use him to help clear fields and such, too. He’s
slower to work than a mule but he’s more sure-footed, and you need that on this kind
of mountain land. I don’t know what I’d do without him now.”
77
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Charlie Thomas (right) and friend, Joe, 1981  Brush Creek, Madison County, NC
“I used to farm and I enjoyed it, until I got where I wasn’t able any longer. Even when
I was growing up we raised almost everything we ate. You’d buy a little coffee if you
wanted it, but we never drank it, and buy or trade for what sugar you needed, and we
used honey for that. We’ve always kept bees for our honey. I’ve been around bees all my
life — about fi ft y years. I’ve got nine hives of my own now. I use a hood over my head
when I rob the hives, but I smoke the bees first to make them calm. I always get a few
stings, but it don’t bother me much. We have honey every year from these hives, and
usually end up with enough extra to give to neighbors. If you have Sourwood trees and
such around where you keep your bees, you get the best-tasting honey there is.”

Charlie Thomas, 1981  Walnut, Madison County, NC
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“The Art of Grain Silos” is a photographic study of grain silos not as
function farm implements, but as
objects of art.
When I photographed my first
grain silo, I did it from a distance.
The images were literal and portrayed grain silos as most people
expect them to look. From a distance they remind me of the
statues of Easter Island: eternal,
motionless and watching. Sometimes I imagine them grinning
slightly as they watch us scurry
about in exaggerated self-importance.
Then, I moved in closer. I began
to notice the unique way in which
light reﬂected from one surface
onto the adjacent surface and how
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LensWork

each hour transformed the view
into a different view. I noticed how
the round surface made the sun
follow you no matter where you
stood. I saw intricate variations
in the seemingly homogenous
materials from which they were
built. I studied how the angle of
the sun changed the look of the
corrugated metal.
Grain silos are generally seen as
functional objects. They are a
central fixture of almost every
small town and farm on America’s
plains, so common that people
seem unaware of their beauty.
But up close they become strong
sculptures, with stark contrasts
and abstract shapes. Up close, as I
set out to portray in this portfolio,
they are works of art.
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